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READING, WRITING, AND 
ARITHMETIC

J ust over a year before this outing, I drove into Watertown, TN, to photograph 
a wedding at a farm venue down fifteen-plus miles of two-lane back road 
from Interstate 40. That day, I was looking for anything abandoned on the 

way and saw nothing. It was a bit ironic that a friend who lives near there told me 
about the abandoned Shop Springs School on the same road I took. My first thought 
was, how did I miss that before? He texted me some photos of the school and that 
had my undivided attention. A few days later, on a lovely early spring afternoon, a 
friend rode along with me to seek out this abandoned schoolhouse. It was a nice day 
to enjoy the sun, in the midst of a rainy season, and drive with the windows down. 
  I approached the school that sat several hundred feet off the road, surrounded 
by tall weeds. Maybe  that was why I had trouble seeing it before. It was a sight 
to behold. The concrete steps were crumbling, the trim work was rotted, and the 
windows were busted. There was nothing on the building that time hadn’t touched. 
  Shop Springs School was a three-room schoolhouse that taught grades 1-8, up 
until the 1960s. Thus, the school had been abandoned for approximately fifty years 
when I did this photo field trip. Based on my research, the land was donated to the 
school when it was opened. When it shut down, the land went back to the heirs of 
the donating family. Fortunately for me, the building remained. 
  I came across multiple outhouses, including one that was leaning like the Tower 
of Pisa. I thought it provided a clue about how old the school was. 
  Then I saw the concrete tower that served as a well house of sorts. I looked inside, 
and I saw a row of five toilets, all with wooden seats. The tower had a date of 1901 
stamped on it. It appeared each toilet had a water holding tank, so it had enough 
water flow to flush—elevated tank toilets, so to speak. Outhouses were phased out, 
and outdoor plumbing was added. But what would be inside? 
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Above: The street view, if you can see it from 
there. 

Right: Close up of the main entrance. 
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The back of the building surrounded by growth. 

The wide view of the back of the school. 
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Above left: The leaning outhouse. 

Above right: Back entrance.
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  Upon working my way around to the other side of the building, I saw that nearly 
the entire wall was collapsed. I could see the floor deteriorated, layers of wall plaster 
and boards falling, and bricks in the wall tumbled to the ground. 
  Going in the basement on that side of the building wasn’t the smartest idea, but 
the vantage point was great. I made it quick, as I’m not big on subterranean life 
under badly distressed structures. However, it is good to know what is underneath 
floors that are weak. It was time to find a solid enough set of steps to enter the 
building and see what waited for me. 
  The inside was awesome. The first thing I noticed was the openness of the building 
and 12-foot-high ceilings. There was nothing left in the former school. I was hoping 
there would be some old chairs and desks, but I was just thankful to get inside.
  This was likely the gymnasium or a dedicated room for music, plays, or spelling 
bees. The stage was the only clue I had. It was also amazing to see one of the original 
slate chalkboards still intact—especially since that side of the building was partially 
open and unprotected. The floors on this side of the school were quite weak and 
dangerous, so I had to walk gingerly. 
  If it weren’t for the pile of bricks on the ground, you could drive a truck through this 
building without a scratch. I then ventured off into the room behind the classroom, 
and discovered it was the lunch room. All that remained was a set of cabinets and 
a sink, showing there had been indoor plumbing upgrades. One other random fact 
I learned about this school: the staff only consisted of three members. All were 
teachers, and one was also the principal. 
  The students and teachers were responsible for cleaning the rooms, so there 
were no custodians. The older female students fixed lunches for the students. The 
older male students were responsible for burning trash and milk cartons. This was 
a different time indeed. 
  My one remaining question: did they ever add indoor toilets? It is confirmed. 
  Just to think, about fifty years before I stood there, this was a high traffic area 
every weekday afternoon. Students every day would pile out the doors when the bell 
rang. I am glad I could document this memory that some could still speak about 
firsthand. This old school is a rare treasure from the past, and its days are numbered. 
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Above: Wooden toilet seats make splinters, 
ouch. 

Right: Gravity creates pressure to flush. 
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Left: The concrete tower, believed to be a well 
house. 

Below: The foundation giving way. 
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The view from the basement with the overhead destruction.

By the front entrance. 
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The original chalkboard.

Perhaps their auditorium. 
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Kitchen cupboard. 

Open-air floor plan. 
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Sun-kissed hallway. 

The setting sun through the architectural ruins. 
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Above left: Yes, an indoor toilet. 

Above right: This color is amazing. Maybe 1950s or 1960s? 
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Left: There was nothing in there. This may 
have been an office or lounge. 

Below: The final classroom. 
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Above left: I love how the sun shone through the doorways. Nice texture. 

Above right: The exit doors. 
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The final exit.
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  On the way to the school, I saw a very old abandoned farm house that sat close 
to the road. I decided to stop there on the way home, because the school was the 
top priority. This house was probably abandoned as long as the school was. I’d 
guess it was built in the late 1800s to early 1900s. It had so much character and 
it reminded me of something you’d see in a Dracula movie. Consider this a bonus. 
  Imagine my surprise to find a gutted mattress and bed in the house. There were 
no other furnishings left behind, which limits the resources inside the house. 
  It always amazes me how so many houses of this era are built on fieldstone or 
other rocks, not even perfect blocks. Yet they still stand. 
  There were no other real clues about the house, but it was still an interesting 
stop. It was certainly worth the few moments of exploration. 

The street side view. 
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Above: Side view, with fallen overhang.

Left: Staircase was solid, but the upper wall 
where it was mounted, not as much. 
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Right: Living room with fireplace—at one time 
it was cozy. 

Below: The back wall completely open. 
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Above: The fallen front door. Perhaps with a 
squatter’s help. 

Left: Wide view of the upstairs room, as far as 
I could get anyhow.
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The back of the house. 

The outside back wall by the back door. In shambles. 
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The chimney and foundation are amazing. 

Back of the house, wider view. 
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I wasn’t vandalizing or stealing, so I guess I don’t have to worry about the fine. 

The deteriorating overhang of the roof. 


